Abstract. We prove results concerning the behavior of Hodge ideals under restriction to hypersurfaces or fibers of morphisms, and addition. The main tool is the description of restriction functors for mixed Hodge modules by means of the V -filtration.
A. Introduction
To any reduced effective divisor D on a smooth complex variety X one can associate a sequence of ideal sheaves I k (D) ⊆ O X , with k ≥ 0, called Hodge ideals. They arise from M. Saito's Hodge filtration F • on ω X ( * D), the sheaf of top forms with arbitrary poles along D, seen as the filtered right D X -module underlying the push-forward of the trivial mixed Hodge module via the open embedding j : U = X D ֒→ X. Indeed, it follows from [Sai93] that one can write this filtration as An alternative construction is provided in [MP16] . In either approach it is wellunderstood that I 0 (D) is a particular example of a multiplier ideal, as in [Laz04] .
The aim of this paper is to establish, in the case of Hodge ideals, the analogues of one of the main properties of multiplier ideals, namely the Restriction Theorem [Laz04, Theorem 9.5.1], and of some of its most important consequences. This behavior of restriction to hypersurfaces is exploited further in [MP16] .
Theorem A. Let X be a smooth variety, D a reduced effective divisor on X, and H a smooth divisor on X such that H ⊆ Supp(D). If we denote D H = D| H and D ′ H = (D H ) red , then for every k ≥ 0 we have (0.1)
· O H . In particular, if D H is reduced, then for every k ≥ 0 we have
Moreover, if H is sufficiently general (e.g. a general member of a basepoint-free linear system), then we have equality in (0.2)
One can easily deduce that the inclusion (0.2) in the theorem still holds after replacing H with any smooth closed subvariety Z such that D| Z is reduced; see 2010 Mathematics Subject Classification. 14J17; 14F18; 32S25; 32S30. MM was partially supported by NSF grants DMS-1401227 and DMS-1265256; MP was partially supported by NSF grant DMS-1405516 and a Simons Fellowship.
Corollary 3.4. For arbitrary multiplier ideals, a restriction theorem to subvarieties satisfying a natural transversality property with respect to D, and further related results, can be found in [DMST06] .
We apply Theorem A in order to establish a relationship between the Hodge ideals of a sum of divisors and those of the individual summands.
Theorem B. If D 1 and D 2 are effective divisors on the smooth variety X, such that D 1 + D 2 is reduced, then for every k ≥ 0 we have
Note that for k = 0, the assertion is an instance of the Subadditivity Theorem for multiplier ideals; see [DEL00] , and also [Laz04, Theorem 9.5.20]. We will also show that given D 1 and D 2 as in Theorem B, we have the inclusions
for every k ≥ 0; see Proposition 4.3 below. The first inclusion follows from the definition of Hodge ideals, while the second inclusion is a direct consequence of Theorem B.
Another, this time immediate, consequence of Theorem A, is a version of inversion of adjunction for k-log-canonicity. Recall from [MP16] 
Corollary C. With the notation of Theorem A, if for some x ∈ H the pair (H, D| H ) is k-log-canonical at x (hence in particular D| H is reduced), then so is the pair (X, D).
A sample application of this fact is a bound on the level of k-log-canonicity at a point in terms of the dimension of the singular locus of its projective tangent cone; see also [MP16, Example 20 .5].
Corollary D. Let X be a smooth n-dimensional variety, D a reduced effective divisor, and x ∈ D with mult x (D) = m and dim Sing P(C x D) = r. Then
with the convention that r = −1 when the projective tangent cone is smooth.
Indeed, in the case when P(C x D) is smooth, i.e. for ordinary singularities, the statement is proved (with equality) in [MP16, Theorem D] . In general, by taking an affine neighborhood of x with coordinates x 1 , . . . , x n , and considering H to be a general linear combination of the x i 's, Corollary C implies that we can inductively reduce to the case when the dimension of Sing P(C x D) is r − 1, and therefore conclude. Note that, as explained in [MP16, Theorem D] and the paragraph preceding it, Corollary D implies that if X is projective and all the singular points of D have multiplicity at most m and projective tangent cone with singular locus of dimension at most r, then
Here F • and P • are the Hodge and pole order filtration on the singular cohomology of the complement U = X \ D, starting in degree −n.
Another useful application of Theorem A regards the behavior of Hodge ideals in families, in analogy with the semicontinuity result for multiplier ideals in [Laz04, 9.5.D]; this is used in [MP16] in order to establish effective nontriviality criteria for Hodge ideals.
We first fix some notation. Let h : X → T be a smooth morphism of relative dimension n between arbitrary varieties X and T , and s : T → X a morphism such that h • s = id T . Suppose that D is an effective Cartier divisor on X, relative over T , such that for every t ∈ T the restriction D t of D to the fiber X t = h −1 (t) is reduced. For every x ∈ X, we denote by m x the ideal defining x in X h(x) .
Theorem E. With the above notation, for every q ≥ 1, the set
, is open in T . This applies in particular to the set
Regarding the methods we use, while the emphasis in [MP16] is on a birational definition and study of the ideals I k (D), the approach in this paper relies on their definition and study via mixed Hodge module theory [Sai88] , [Sai90] . In particular, the key technical tools are the Kashiwara-Malgrange V -filtration, and the functors of nearby and vanishing cycles. We do not know how to obtain the restriction theorem for higher Hodge ideals similarly (or by reduction) to the argument used for multiplier ideals in [Laz04] .
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B. Background and preliminary results
For much more background regarding filtered D-modules and mixed Hodge modules, especially in the context of Hodge ideals, please see [MP16, [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . We recall further definitions and facts needed here.
1. V -filtration and Hodge filtration. Let X be a smooth complex variety of dimension n and let H be a smooth divisor on X. Whenever needed, we choose a local equation t for H and denote by ∂ t a vector field with the property that [∂ t , t] = 1. To H one associates an increasing rational filtration 1 on the sheaf of differential operators D X , given by
1 All rational filtrations F• that we consider are discrete, that is, there is a positive integer d
where I H is the ideal of H in O X , with the convention that
• The filtration is exhaustive, i.e. α V α M = M, and each V α M is a coherent V 0 D X -submodule of M.
•
• The action of t∂ t − α on gr V α M is nilpotent for each α ∈ Q. Here one defines gr
Assume now that M is endowed with a good filtration F ; see [HTT08, §2.1]. By definition we put
. We say that (M, F ) admits a rational V -filtration along H if M has a Kashiwara-Malgrange V -filtration along H and the following conditions are satisfied:
If (M, F ) is the filtered D-module underlying a mixed Hodge module, it is known that a rational V -filtration on M exists, and is unique. In addition, (M, F ) is required by definition to be regular and quasi-unipotent along any smooth divisor H [Sai88]; see also [Sch14, §11 and §12] for a nice discussion.
Given a filtered D-module (M, F ) on X, a sufficiently general hypersurface on X (for instance a general member of a basepoint-free linear system) is noncharacteristic with respect to (M, F ). For the definition, see [Sai88, 3.5 .1]; we will only use this notion here via the following lemma. Lemma 1.3 ([Sai88, Lemme 3.5.6]). Let i : H ֒→ X be the inclusion of a smooth divisor in a smooth complex variety, and let (M, F ) be a filtered coherent right D X -module for which H is non-characteristic. Then:
(1) (M, F ) is regular and quasi-unipotent along H.
(2) The V -filtration on M is given by
The functor i
! for a closed embedding. Recall that given a morphism of (not necessarily smooth) complex algebraic varieties f : X → Y , we have an induced exact functor
between the corresponding derived categories of mixed Hodge modules (see [Sai90,
. This is by definition the right adjoint of the direct image with compact support f ! . If g : Y → Z is another morphism, then we have
One easy case is when f is an open immersion, when f ! = f −1 is the restriction to U . We will mostly be interested in the case when f = i is a closed embedding. In this case, if j : Y X ֒→ Y is the inclusion of the complement of X, then for every
It follows from this exact triangle that if
We have analogous statements for the underlying object in the derived category of filtered D-modules.
We record here the following lemma, for future reference. 
We first prove the following special case: 
Proof. We argue by induction on r, the case r = 1 being trivial. For the induction step, let
is the inclusion, it follows by induction, the hypothesis, and (2.1) that i ! M = 0. On the other hand, if j : U ֒→ Y 1 is the inclusion, then
By combining these, we deduce from (2.2) that M = 0.
Proof of Lemma 2.3. It follows from (2.2) that it is enough to show that if U = Y Y 1 and j : U ֒→ Y is the inclusion, then j
We now specialize to the case when i : X ֒→ Y is a closed embedding of smooth varieties, of codimension 1. If (M, F ) is the filtered D-module underlying a mixed Hodge module M on Y , then i ! M has cohomology only in degrees 0 and 1, and
with the induced filtrations, underlie mixed Hodge modules on X. They can be described explicitly in terms of nearby and vanishing cycles corresponding to the V -filtration along X, as follows.
Assume first that
The corresponding global assertion is that
for a canonical morphism (2.5) gr 
which means that the local models glue to give the morphism in (2.5).
2
For the examples below, and the following sections, recall that if X is a smooth complex variety of dimension n, and D is a reduced effective divisor on X, then ω X ( * D), F is the filtered right D-module underlying the mixed Hodge module j * Q Indeed, it is easy to see using the definition and uniqueness of the V -filtration along
Indeed, it is again easy to see using the definition and uniqueness of the V -filtration along E 1 that
(see also Lemma 1.3). Therefore
and the fact that via this isomorphism
follows, for example, from the explicit description of the filtrations on ω Y ( * E ′ ) and
Remark 2.8. These examples will be used in the proof of Theorem A. While the use of the V -filtration is in the spirit of what follows below (where it is crucially needed for analyzing the F -filtration), it is worth noting that the statements hold for basic topological reasons via the Riemann-Hilbert correspondence. For instance, the vanishing in Example 2.6 follows by dualizing the obvious identity i −1 j ! Q Y E = 0. More generally, all of the facts in this section hold at the topological level, using the sheaf-theoretic unipotent vanishing and nearby cycles.
C. Main results

Restriction theorem.
We use the results of the previous sections to give a proof of the main statement in the paper. In the proof we will use the fact (see for instance [MP16, §6] ) that given a reduced divisor D and a log resolution f : Y → X of the pair (X, D), assumed to be an isomorphism over X D, and denoting E = (f * D) red , we have a filtered isomorphism
Here 
Proof of Theorem A. We consider a log resolution f : Y → X of the pair (X, D+H). Since H is smooth, it follows that D + H has simple normal crossings on X D, hence we may and will assume that f is an isomorphism over X D. We put 
Consider also the closed immersion α :
We first show that we have a canonical isomorphism
In order to see this, note that if G is an irreducible component of f −1 (H) different from H, and α G :
by Example 2.6. We thus deduce from Lemma 2.3 that the canonical morphism
is an isomorphism. Since
by Example 2.7, we obtain the isomorphism in (3.2). We conclude that the righthand side of (3.1) is isomorphic to
We now turn to the left-hand side of (3.1) and note as mentioned above that we have a canonical isomorphism
We show that for every k ≥ 0 there is a canonical morphism
Recall that, according to the discussion in §2, if we consider on M = ω X ( * D) the V -filtration with respect to the smooth hypersurface H, then we have a morphism σ : gr
3 Added in revision: Morihiko Saito has recently pointed out to us that a substantially quicker proof of this fact can be given by directly applying the base change formula above with f and g replaced by the inclusions of U and U ∩ H into X and H respectively; see [Sai16] .
with F k H 1 i ! M being isomorphic to the image of
by mapping the class of an element u ∈ F k M∩V −1 M to the class of u in F k M⊗ OX O H . To check that this is well defined, we may restrict to an open subset where H is defined by an equation t. Since M underlies a mixed Hodge module, the first identity in Definition 1.2 says that
In order to obtain the canonical morphism (3.3), we also need to check that after tensoring with O X (H), the morphism η is 0 on Im(σ). But since σ is given by right multiplication by t, it is clear that the image of σ is mapped to 0 by η ⊗ OX O X (H).
By putting everything together, we obtain for every k a canonical morphism
Applying this with k replaced by k − n, where n = dim X, and using the definition of Hodge ideals, we obtain
which defines a morphism
By composing this with the canonical morphism
Finally, note that the construction of ϕ is compatible with restriction to open subsets. If we restrict to U = X D, then both the source and the target of ϕ| U are equal to O U and ϕ U is the identity. This implies that ϕ commutes with the inclusion of the source and the target in the field of rational functions, that is, ϕ is an inclusion map. This gives the inclusion in (0.1).
In order to prove the last assertion in the theorem, it is enough to show that if H is non-characteristic with respect to ω X ( * D), then the canonical morphism (3.3) is surjective (note that since H is general, D H is reduced). This can be checked locally, hence we may assume that we have a local equation t for H. In this case, it follows from Lemma 1.3 that gr V 0 ω X ( * D) = 0 and gr
It is then clear that the morphism (3.3) is an isomorphism, which completes the proof of the theorem.
Corollary 3.4. Let X be a smooth variety and D a reduced effective divisor on X. If Z is a smooth closed subvariety of X such that Z ⊆ Supp(D) and D| Z is reduced, then for every k ≥ 0 we have
Proof. The assertion is local on X, hence after taking a suitable open cover of X we may assume that Z = H 1 ∩ · · · ∩ H r , the transverse intersection of r smooth divisors, where r = codim(Z, X). Note that after possibly replacing X by a suitable neighborhood of H, we may assume that each Z i := H 1 ∩ · · · ∩ H i is smooth and D| Zi is reduced for every i. The inclusion in the corollary then follows by applying Theorem A to deduce that
Remark 3.5. Another proof of the second statement in Theorem A is given in [MP16, Theorem 16 .1]. In that proof, the generality assumption on H is explicitly used only to ensure that H is smooth, D ⊆ Supp(H) and D| H is reduced, and given a log resolution f : Y → X of (X, D), it is also a log resolution of (X, D + H) such that f * H is the strict transform of H. These conditions also hold if we work simultaneously with several general divisors, which leads to the following more general version. Suppose that D is a reduced effective divisor on the smooth ndimensional variety X. For every k ≥ 0, if H 1 , . . . , H r are general elements of base-point free linear systems V 1 , . . . , V r on X, and if Y = H 1 ∩ · · · ∩ H r , then
where the last two isomorphisms follow from [Sai90, 3.8.5].
The isomorphism in (4.2) implies that we have a canonical isomorphism of filtered right D X -modules
where the filtration on the right hand side is the exterior product of the filtrations on the two factors. Translating this in terms of Hodge ideals, we obtain
and using the fact that ω X = ω X1 ⊠ ω X2 we deduce the equality in the proposition.
Proof of Theorem B. Consider the diagonal embedding ∆ : X ֒→ X × X. If we take
The first inclusion in the theorem then follows from the formula for I k (B 1 + B 2 ) in Proposition 4.1. The second inclusion is a consequence of the fact that for every i and j, we have
This in turn is a consequence of the inclusion
for any reduced effective divisor D on X, and the definition of Hodge ideals. 
, and γ = β • α, where α : U ֒→ V and β : V ֒→ X are the inclusion maps. If n = dim X, it follows from the definition that ω X ( * (D 1 + D 2 )), F underlies the mixed Hodge module
. On the other hand, on V we have a morphism of mixed Hodge modules
[n] which induces by push-forward to X a morphism of mixed Hodge modules
At the level of filtered right D X -modules, this corresponds to the natural inclusion
The inclusion between the filtered pieces of level k − n gives
which implies the first inclusion in the proposition. The second inclusion follows directly from Theorem B.
5. Semicontinuity theorem. This section contains the proof of the result on the behavior of Hodge ideals in families.
Proof of Theorem E. In order to prove the assertion in the theorem, it is enough to prove the following two statements: Claim 1. The assertion holds when dim T = 1.
Claim 2. The set V q is constructible.
Indeed, if T V q were not closed, since it is constructible by Claim 2, there would be an irreducible, 1-dimensional, locally closed subset C of T and a point p ∈ C, such that p ∈ V q , but C {p} is contained in T V q . This contradicts Claim 1, applied to the restriction of f over C.
We begin by proving the first claim, hence we assume that dim T = 1. Suppose that V q is nonempty and let t 0 ∈ V q . Since T is a curve, it is enough to show that V q contains an open subset of T .
Let T ′ → T be the normalization. If the assertion holds for X × T T ′ → T ′ , then it clearly also holds for X → T . Therefore we may and will assume that T (hence also X) is smooth. If U is an open neighborhood of s(t 0 ) and W is an open neighborhood of t 0 , then we may replace X and T by h −1 (W ∩ s −1 (U )) and W ∩ s −1 (U ), respectively. Since s(T ) is a smooth subvariety of the smooth variety X, of codimension n, we may assume that the ideal of s(T ) in X is generated by x 1 , . . . , x n ∈ Γ(X, O X ). Note that for every t ∈ T , the ideal m s(t) is generated by the images of x 1 , . . . , x n in O Xt .
By assumption the restriction of D to each X t is reduced, hence D is reduced as well. Since h is smooth, the fiber X t0 is a smooth divisor on X. Applying Theorem A, we conclude that where u = (u 1 , . . . , u n ) varies over the tuples of non-negative integers with |u| = i u i < q, we have ϕ u ∈ Γ(X, O X ) for every u, and ϕ u0 (s(t 0 )) = 0 for some u 0 . Let W 1 be an open neighborhood of t 0 such that ϕ u0 (s(t)) = 0 for every t ∈ W 1 . In this case, we see that for every t ∈ W 1 , the section α| This is a consequence of the second assertion in Theorem A. We then see that the open subset W 1 ∩ W 2 is contained in V q , completing the proof of Claim 1.
We now turn to the proof of Claim 2. Arguing by induction on dim T , it is clear that it is enough to show that there is an open subset T 0 of T such that V q ∩ T 0 is open. In particular, we are free at any point to replace T by a nonempty open subset. We may thus assume that T is smooth. More importantly, we may also use the Generic Flatness theorem: this says that given any coherent sheaf F on X, after replacing T by an open subset, we may assume that F is flat over T . Indeed, for this we can consider T to have a locally closed embedding in some P N . If H 1 , . . . , H r are general hyperplanes in P N , with r = dim T , then we may apply the second assertion in Theorem A (see also Remark 3.5) to conclude that
where L = h * H 1 ∩ · · · ∩ h * H r . Since a general fiber of h appears as a disjoint union of connected components of such an L, we may assume that (5.1) holds.
Consider now the ideal a ⊆ O X defining s(T ). By the above, we may assume that both O X /I k (D) and O X /a q are flat over T , and that the quotient F := (a q + I k (D))/a q is flat over T as well. The former condition implies that On the other hand, Nakayama's lemma implies that for every x ∈ X, we have
We thus conclude that V q = s −1 X Supp(F ) , so that it is open, completing the proof of Claim 2 and consequently of the theorem.
